## Request for Records Disposition Authority

### TO: NATIONAL ARCHIVES and RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NARA)
WASHINGTON, DC 20408

1. **FROM (Agency or establishment)**
   Department of the Treasury

2. **MAJOR SUBDIVISION**
   United States Mint

3. **MINOR SUBDIVISION**
   J. S. Mint, Denver, CO

4. **NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER**
   Judith Wagner

5. **TELEPHONE**
   (202) 634-8300

### D. AGENCY CERTIFICATION
I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposition of its records and that the records proposed for disposal on the attached page(s) are not now needed for the business of this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies,

- [ ] is not required;
- [ ] is attached;
- [ ] has been requested.

**DATE**
9/10/94

**SIGNATURE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE**
Judith Wagner

**TITLE**
Assistant Director - Mint

### 7. ITEM NO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM AND PROPOSED DISPOSITION</th>
<th>9. GRS OR SUPERSEDED JOB CITATION</th>
<th>10. ACTION TAKEN (NARA USE ONLY)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Architectural and Engineering Drawings of the U. S. Mint at Denver, Colorado, 1897-1984. Approximately 30 cubic feet. Unarranged. Accessions 104-82-0013; 104-82B0020, box 7; 104-82C0020, boxes 15 and 17; 104-82D0020, boxes 19-21; 104-82-0021 through 104-82-0045; 104-82-0056; 104-89-0001; and 104-89-0002 stored at the Denver Federal Records Center. The records include floor plans, elevations, conceptual and presentation drawings, final working and as-built drawings, and drawings of special detail (such as windows, columns, cornices, and gates). Also included are standard drawings depicting the building as a whole, as well as repair and alteration designs from later extension and remodeling projects during this time. Disposition. PERMANENT. Transfer immediately to the National Archives upon approval of this schedule.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Copies sent to NARA, NMC, NPS, ANC, NCE, NIA @ 9/15/94**

**STANDARD FORM 115 (REV. 3-91)**

*Prescribed by NARA*
36 CFR 1228

**NSN 7540-00-634-4064**

**PREVIOUS EDITION NOT USABLE**

**115-109**

Accessions 104-82-0014; 104-82-0015; 104-82-0017; 104-82A0020, boxes 2, 4, 5, and 6; 104-82-0049; 104-82-0051 through 104-82-0055; 104-82-0057; 104-82-0058; 104-89-0001; and 104-89-0003 stored at the Denver Federal Records Center.

The records include manufacturers blueprints and drawing copies of various pieces of coinage equipment, such as feeders, upsetting mills, coining and cutting presses, die sets, and punches, showing each particular device in its entirety.

**Disposition.** PERMANENT. Transfer immediately to the National Archives upon approval of this schedule.

---


Accessions 104-82-50; 104-89-0001; 104-89-0002; 104-89-0005; and 104-89-0007 stored at the Denver Federal Records Center.

Records include studies and reports on proposed relocations sites, photographs depicting potential sites, and significant correspondence relating to site considerations.

**Disposition.** PERMANENT. Transfer immediately to the National Archives upon approval of this schedule.

---

**DURING ARCHIVAL PROCESSING, PLEASE REMOVE ALL RECORDS COVERED UNDER THE GENERAL RECORDS SCHEDULES (GRS), THE U. S. MINT SCHEDULE, AND DUPLICATE RECORDS.**